
Local Information

Hotels

(All distances are in reference of IBS Headquarters building)
These hotels can be found on your regular hotel booking services. For even more options
please visit https://www.ibs.re.kr/eng/sub01_08_03.do

For general navigation, we recommend you to not rely google maps because in Korea it is
not always accurate. Naver maps (app) or Kakao maps (app) are better suited even if most
of the information is in Korean.

LOTTE City Hotel:

· 15 min on foot

· 10 min by car

Hotel Lacky Daejeon:

· 25 min by public transportation

· 15 min by car

Hotel ICC

· 20 min on foot

· 10 min by car

Empress Hotel

· 30 min by public transportation

· 15 min by car

Hotel Interciti

· 40 min by public transportation

· 15 min by car

Restaurants

Generally, the last order in restaurants is around 20h:30. Some restaurants close a little
bit sooner but luckily there are many options. Fast-food like options are usually open until
late (Midnight). Around IBS there at least three zones populated with several options:

https://www.ibs.re.kr/eng/sub01_08_03.do


Ø Inside Shinsegae Department Store (a Shopping Mall) there are many options of
restaurants both on the basement floor and on the 5th floor. The building closes at 20h so
many restaurants have last order half an hour earlier. The department store building is less
than 10 min away on foot and it has the tall Onoma Hotel tower as a useful landmark; On
the basement level the prices are 10.000 – 20.000 KRW. On the 5th floor the price range can
be a bit more expensive but generally between 20.000 – 30.000 KRW.

Ø Within Smart City, the neighborhood east of the Hanbat Tower (The hat shaped tower in
Expo Park) there are many options for western food and Korean restaurants alike that close
between 21h00 and 22h00. The Smart City neighborhood is about 15 min away on foot.
The price range of restaurants varies quite significantly. Western food restaurants practice
more expensive prices around 20.000-60.000 KRW or more, while smaller Korean places
can be as low as 10,000 KRW;

Ø South of the river from IBS, east of the Hanbat Arboretum there are several restaurants
about 20 min away. Additionally, further up the main road on the area where the LOTTE
cinema is located there are also several options. Closing times vary from 21h00 to 23h00.
Price range is roughly within 10.000-20.000 KRW.


